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EDITOR's TOME
by Richard Leiter

Littler, Mendelson, Fastiff & Tichy, San Francisco

LEXIS, WESTLAW and the Paradox of CALR

Let's face it, two primary things distinguish full-text on-line databases from
full-text book-based databases: 1) the fact that they are essentially
different mediums and, 2) cost. A good book researcher can find answers to
most questions essentially as fast as a good computer researcher, but at far
less cost. There are some things that a book researcher can do that a
computer researcher can't, and, of course, visa versa.

You can argue the virtues of one medium over another all day long. (Put two
librarians in a room, and they probably will.) The fact is that books do
things that computer-based sources can't and computers can do things that
books can't. A computer's ability to perform 'segment' searches in a full-text
database simply can't be compared to the book's ability to sit in it's many-
volumed splendor on a desk or stacked on the floor filled with post-it notes.
By holding a book in my hand and skimming it, I can evaluate it far more
quickly than I can evaluate a database. Even databases need books to
explain them to a user.

(Cont'd on page 2)
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All things considered, however, the real difference between the two
mediums is really a question of cost. Since, in theory at least, all CALR cost
should be recoverable by billing to a client, cost should not be a large
concern. However, the two arch rivals for the big CALR bucks, have created
a situation where the ignorant get less for their money and the companies'
nothing, and the frugal get paranoid. What's worse, the genuinely eager get
left with nowhere to run.

The paradox runs something like this: CALR vendors want more users and
more use; the more subscribers learn about the services, the more use there
will be; users learn about a service by experience; vendors make users pay
for virtually every minute that the system is used; users do not use the
services as much as they want because of cost; users do not learn about the
services; use does not go up. If this sounds like a paradox, think of this: the
way the present billing for CALR use is structured, academics are the best
CALR users, on the whole, and attorneys are the worst, This is probably
most attributable to the fact that academics get to use the services an almost
unlimited amount for a flat fee, whereas an attorney has to pay by the
minute.

EXPERIENCE COSTS DEARLY

When Lawyer's Co-Op announced that they were re-publishing the indexes
to the ALR's in one set, the news was not only thankfully received, it was
also easy to understand why it was being done and relatively easy to
experiment with and use. In fact, figuring out how to use the index to
annotations was free - if you don't count the cost of purchasing the set in the
first place. Imagine what your reaction would be if the index had been sent
to your libraries, but somehow came equipped with a device that made you
pay $15 each time you used it! Then suppose what your reaction would be if
the publisher told you that you could learn about the new feature for free if
you and all of the users came down to their local office for a few hours of
training!

It is ridiculous to imagine this scenario with respect to print materials. But it
is exactly what we expect from computer database vendors. Should we? Not
only do we pay to purchase access to the material (in the form of equipment
charges, subscription fees, etc.), we pay for learning. Even if we go to
vendor-sponsored seminars: practice costs of money. Lots of money. The
best-run seminar with free coffee mugs and pens, even if it is two full hours
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of instruction and one full hour of free time does not teach a person how to
use the service. Every who has been through it knows that you only getgood' at it through experience.

Every time one of the CALR giants announces a new feature, they tout the
feature in as much of the literature as they can. What they don't seem
realize is that none of their paying customers are going to sit down when
they get the news and fiddle around with the new feature or enhancement
in order to see how it works. Most users can't afford to keep learning about
new developments. To whom are we supposed to bill our learning time?
What's more, use of the systems is not so much of a devotion to most users
to justify tramping down to your local corporate headquarters to spend three
hours getting a pitch about how the service works and how wonderful the
new feature is.

Even services like on-line tutorials or practice databases do not help.
Especially with the perennial problem of older researchers who were trained
relative ages ago and who simply need occasional free time in which to
practice and experiment or a loosely structured refresher training, on their
own time and at their own pace.

Without the 'time' to learn a system, there will be no informed users of the
system. Informed users will use the system more, because they will know
its full potential and they will use it efficiently. Uninformed users will use
the systems poorly, and will get stuck with huge unexplicable bills. They
won't know about shortcuts, or nifty features that most hacks know, and
they will only use it to do stupid things and only as a last resort, because
they aren't sure of what they are doing. Most users in this situation will tell
you that they don't know what they are doing, but they don't have time to
learn either because they can't very well bill a client for practice time on a
computer, especially when the clock is ticking off at + $2 a minute! When
the pressure is on to bill 35 hours a week, that doesn't leave much time left
over to go to seminars, stay late to use tutorials, or to arrange for special in-
house refreshers. In fact, most attorneys don't sit around thinking about
what they don't know and don't set time aside to learn about it. The only
time that they think about what they don't know about Lexis or Westlaw is
when they need to use it. Then they don't have the time to learn.
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SOLUTIONS?

For one thing, a training password for private law librarians will be helpful.
Some way for the librarian to be able to have free access to the database for
training purposes, would be ideal. For one thing, it would allow the librarian
to become an expert on the system and to maintain his/her expertise.
Contrary to modern business paranoia, librarians will probably not abuse the
privilege, and will switch to billable numbers when doing billable work.
Librarians are usually in the business because of a strong sense of scruples.
In addition, librarians can also probably be entrusted with the responsibility
of not abusing any free time that might be offered. Such an arrangement
will also allow librarians to be able to schedule refresher sessions with
attorneys at times that are genuinely convenient to them, and in situations
that are not threatening, le., without corporate representatives standing
around making sure that their product gets presented in the proper light.

Another solution makes alot of sense: offer straight monthly costs to firms
that includes unlimited usage. For instance law firms, like law schools, could
pay flat fees for access to the services. Pro rate the cost based on the size of
the firm. Another variation would be for limited access to certain files. A
firm might be able to subscribe to a package of files for a flat fee, ie., GENFED,
STATES, CAL, LABOR, LEXREF, and NEXIS.

One thing is clear, under the present system, the people who know how to
use CA LR best are academic law librarians. From the vendors' points of
view, this should be utter foolishness. Academics don't pay for their volume
of time the way lawyers do. Yet they are the best equipped to use the
systems. And they probably use it more. Shouldn't the full-paying
customers be the best, biggest volume users? Indeed, something is wrong
with company philosphy. Law schools don't get academic discounts for the
National Reporter System, or ALR's. (Do they?) If it is thought to be wise to
allow law schools to pay annual or monthly flat-fee rates for CALR use for
the entire law school community, then it should be a wise price structure for
law firms. If we can't afford to learn the system properly and the vendors
can't afford to let us learn, then what is the future of CALR? Does it really
have a meaningful one?

Thanks for hearing me out. If your have any comments, responses, anything
to add, or simply complaints about my attitude, I am all ears. You can reach
me at: Littler, Mendelson, Fastiff & Tichy, 20th Floor, 650 California Street,
San Francisco, CA 94108. (415) 387-7026.
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(One more thing-)
DID YOU CONTRIBUTE TO THIS ISSUE?

I promised myself that I would not rant and rave about the lack of
contributors out there. But I can't resist just a little dig. PLEASE send me
anything. Drivel. Anecdotes. Complaints. Ideas. ANYTHING. You name it.
Even if you can't pronounce the name of the newsletter, don't be afraid of
contributing. Has any one ever sneezed on a floppy disc with dire results?
With startling, joyous results? Tell us. What do you think about the death of
the mini computer? Have you heard any good computer jokes lately? Go
ahead, send them in. Not only will I promise to publish your material, but I
will also spell your name correctly and personally buy you a drink at the
next annual meeting.

Now that that's over with, I want to thank those of you that did contribute.
Thanks. - RL

FROM THE CHAIR
from

Laurel Wendt
Southern Illinois University

We as a section are a rather passive group.

We regularly have programs at the Annual Meeting, programs which are
well-attended. This is an important component of the raison d'etre of this
section, and is probably enough to justify the section's continuation.

But is it all we want from the section?

We're not all alone in this problem of many members and little visible
activity. The Acadmeic Libraries section has developed an interesting plan
of round tables to allow for focusing on specific interests, and is now seeking
leadership for these areas. AALL is also studying the present functioning of
the SI S's, and wil bring in a report soon. The individual who contacted me
about this section acknowledged that many of the sections have the same
problem, too many indians and not enough chiefs.
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I find that I tend to denigrate what we're doing in our shop, believing it to
be so ordinary and predictable that no one would be interested in hearing
about it. But in talking with Richard about the newsletter, he encouraged me
to write up some of the things that have been happening.

If you find these newsletter items interesting, wonderful. If you are doing
something different, write it up and send it to Richard. If you're doing it in a
better way, write it up and send it to Richard. If you have questions about
possible ways to accomplish something with automation of any kind, send
them to Richard. (He does not insist upon any formalities for submission of
material.)

Maybe I should make this a sort of challenge the way they do on fund-
raising telethons. Somebody out there try to out-do my items. This will
make for a lively and informative newsletter.

e0e..e.004o*D sQeoee.o

BUSINESS MEETING, Atlanta 1 9_88

SUNDAT, June 26, from 1:00 to 2:00 pm, in the Zurich Room.
Automation and Scientific Development Special Interest Section Chairman
Blair Kauffman, Director University of Wisconsin Law School Library, reports
plans for a minimum of five items on the agenda:

1. Change in by-laws to reflect current practices. That is, to make
the position of Secretary/Treasurer a two year position. We will also clarify
the issue of whether or not the position is one position or two.

2. Elect officers. (see below)
3. Discuss program ideas.
4. Discuss Automatome. le, solicit authors, assign section editors.
5. Discuss need for an executive board for SIS.

. . Qo0* 0 00 0[] ees....a.e.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
From the Treasurer, Michael J. Petit, Acquisitions Librarian, University of
Miami.

Automation and Scientific Development SIS

FINANCIAL REPORT
As of February 29, 1988

Balance on June 1, 1987 -

Income:
Dues

- - - $4,880.77

- - $847.50

Income to 2/29/88 - - + $847.50

. . . .- $5,728.27

Expenses:
Postage - -

Photocopying -
Convention Expense

Expenses to 2/29/88 -

Balance on February 29, 1988 -

$88.00
$220.45
$76.57

- $385.02

$5,343.25

CATALOGING ON-LINE DATABASES
by Laurel Wendt

Southern Illinois University

We have started putting title-entry (only) cards into our public card catalog
for the databases to which we have access through Lexis and Westlaw. We
are not as yet entering them in a bibliographic utility, although our cataloger
indicates that this is coming soon, nor do we have any subject entries for
them. This is still in the "is it worth it' experimental stage right now.

Subtotal

'7-9
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As a reference librarian, I found it very useful the other evening. I had gone
to the shelves where I expected the index to patents to be but didn't find it.
I did the proper librarian thing and looked in the card catalog. In addition to
finding the proper call number, I found one of our database cards, and
decided to try that route first.

What I found was that our system had a few flaws. We had not established
any regular way to keep cataloging informed of changes in the databases,
and the one I wanted had undergone substantial revision which eliminated
the particular information I sought

We have since had our catalog librarian added to the updating services for
both CALR systems to avoid this problem in the future. But as a reference
librarian, I like the idea of putting information in one central location about
everything the library has access to, regardless of its format.

*seeee...e. s ee e*soeeso

PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL, OR TROUBLESHOOTING 1 01
by

Laurel Wendt
Southern Illinois University

Do you ever experience irritation when talking to customer assistance about
an appliance or similar technological device and they go through their litany
of "Is it turned on?" or "Have you checked the power supply?"? I got a
lesson in humility a while back even though I was attempting to avoid
having to listen to the litany.

Our setting, in a college town "centrally located--in the middle of nowhere,"
does not have state of the art telephone service. Noise on the lines often
produces random characters on the Westlaw display screen, sometimes
making the display totally useless. In addition, our students have a talent
for testing any highly technical device to the point of destruction, without
actually being malevolent or deliberate about it. They just use the stuff hard
(including any copy machine that the company has been willing to put in on
a trial basis). As a result, we reference librarians have become fairly adept
at the basics of troubleshooting a WALT terminal.
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One day, our newest reference librarian was trying to assist a student who
couldn't get signed on. The librarian couldn't get the system to respond,
either. Nothing seemed to affect the display, a typical situation given our
phone service. I was called in, as the one with the magic touch that could
cure almost any ills on Lexis or Westlaw. I got nowhere, too. We checked all
the obvious things (we thought) and some that wouldn't be obvious to
anyone without personal experience of our telephones: power suppply--yes,
the screen was lit, telephone connection--yes, the line was active and gave a
dial tone when a voice unit was plugged in; the four-key reset/override
combination--ineffective; flipping the power switch several times--useless.

I then called in our resident computer expert, who ran through the same set
of routines with the same lack of results. By this time we had spent about
half an hour with the thing, and still couldn't get any response from the
keyboard. We were ready to declare the patient dead and call to request a
replacement terminal, when in a gesture of frustration, the computer expert
picked up the keyboard threatening to throw it through the display screen..
. and we all noticed the plug dangling free at the end of the cord. Yeah,
that's right. In half an hour of exasperated checking of why the keyboard
had no effect on the display, we never looked to see if the keyboard was
plugged in. So customer service people have good reason to ask those
irritating questions.

This embarrassing situation arose with a WALT terminal. We have since
replaced it with the WALT II which has proven much more resistent to the
oddities of our phone system, and is seldom disabled by the phone line
noise'.

************ Deeeeeseeeeee

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE FORMED
from Chair-Elect
Blair Kauffman

University of Wisconsin

The current officers of the Automation & Scientific Development Special
Interest Section have appointed a Nominations Committee charged with the
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responsibility of compiling a list of candidates for the position of Vice
Chair/Chair Elect for 1988-90. Members of the Nomination Committee are:

Jacquelyn J. Jurkins, Law Librarian (Chair)
Multnomah County Law Library

Dennis Stone, Law Librarian
University of Connecticut School of Law

Rita Dermody, Law Librarian
Winstead, McGuire, Sechrist & Mimick
(214) 745-5235

The Nominations Committee has nominated:

Linda Proudfoot. Linda is currently Catalog Librarian of the Joint Bank-
Fund Library of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank,
Washington, D.C. She has an M.L.S. and has been Chief of Cataloging at the
U.S. Dept. of Justice, a Cataloger at the Army Library (Pentagon), Chief of the
Army Studies Section of the Army Library, and District Librarian 15th D.S.G.
(Korea). She has been Secretary/Treasurer of the Automation and Scientific
Development SIS (1986-87). She participated in the design of three online
catalogs.

and,

Jamie Niss Dunn. Jamie is currently Director of Library Services for Faegre
& Benson, Minneapolis, MN. She has a BA. (Library Science and German)
and has been Library Supervisor & Technical Services Coordinator, Dorsey &
Whitney, Library Assistant, Doherty, Rumble & Butler, and Catalog Control
Clerk, Carver County Law Library. She is the Co-Director of the 1988 AALL
Institute on Basic Cataloging, and Past President of the Minnesota Association
of Law Libraries. Her duties include library database administration and
planning.
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CONVENTION PROGRAMS ANNOUNCED
from

Blair Kauffman
University of Wisconsin

The Automation & Scientific Development SI S is sponsoring two programs
this June and cosponsoring a third, at the AALL Annual Convention, in
Atlanta. Additionally, a number of other automation-related programs are
slated for this year's Atlanta meeting. The programs our SIS is sponsoring
include "The Laserdisc Revolution in Technical Services" (cosponsoried with
Online Bibliographic Services SIS), scheduled for Monday, 4:15-5:45 pin.;
"Micros to Mainframes: Annual Software, Hardware and Applications
Update," scheduled for Tuesday, 9:00-10:30 am.; and 'Beyond Hardware and
Software: The Psychological Implications of Working in an Automatred
Environment," scheduled for Wednesday, 9:30-11:00 am. Thus, once again,
our Sl S is sponsoring programs scheduled for each day of the Convention.

"The Laserdisc Revolution in Technical Services: Optical Disc
Systems for Record Creation and Access in Law Libraries," is being
coordinated and moderated by Blair Kauffman, your Vice Chair/Chair Elect
Panelists on this program will address current and future roles of optical disc
systems in technical services, from the perspective of a librarian, a
consultant, and a product developer. Presenting the librarian's perspective
will be Brian Campbell, a former college instructor and currently Systems
Librarian at Vancouver Public Library (Canada). Mr. Campbell is the author
of "Whither the White Knight; CD-ROM in Technical Services," published in
DATABASE 22-40 (Aug. 1987); he has followed the development of laserdisc
systems for libraries and has a thorough knowledge of currently available
CD-ROM systems and how they are being used in technical services. Nancy
Melin Nelson will present the consultant's perspective. She is, inter alia, the
editor of several journals, including Small Computers in Libraries and CD-
Rom Librarian and has written and spoken extensively on the topic of
laserdisc technology and libraries. Finally, Parke Lightbown will address the
audience from the perspective of a product developer. Mr. Lightbown
founded SilverPlatter, Inc., a leader in the development of laserdisc
databases and systems for libraries, and he helped organize the meeting at
Lake Tahoe that resulted in the "High Sierra standards" for CD-ROM.
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"Micros to Mainframes: Annual Software, Hardware and
Applications Update," repeats last year's popular program on the same
topic and is again being coordinated and moderated by Richard Leiter, your
Newsletter editor and now Law Librarian at the San Francisco law firm of
Littler, Mendelson, et al. Speakers include a law librarian and a library
consultant who will discuss develpoments in the automation arena. Jim
Hambleton, former Texas State Law Librarian and currently Manager of
Information Resources for the Dallas law firm of Haynes & Boone, will
discuss developments from the perspective of a law librarian. Robert
Walton, a library consultant based in Austin, Texas, who is well regarded for
his thorough knowledge of library automation, will review the year's
developments from the perspective of a consultant.

Finally, -Beyond Hardware and Software: The Psychological
Implications of Working in an Automated Environment," is being
coordinated and moderated by John Austin, Public Services Librarian at
Northern Illinois University's College of Law Library. This program will
examine the effects of working extensively with computers on personality,
self-concept, job satisfaction, etc. "Technostress," to use a term coined and
popularized by one of the panelists, will be explored and suggestions for its
elimination offered. The three panelists will examine these topics from very
different perspectives: that of the clinical psychologist, the
librarian/information scientist, and the attorney/law office automation
consultant. Craig Brod, PhD., is a practicing clinical psychologist and author
of the 1984 best-seller Technostress: The Human Cost of the Computr
Revolution. He has written extensively about the human effect of
automation and has served as a consultant for government and industry.
Edward John Kazlauskas, Ph D., is Associate Professor of Educational
Psychology and Technology at the University of Southern California and
Senior Partner at Pacific Information Systems, a computer consulting firm.
Dr. Kazlauskas, a librarian/information scientist by training, has served as a
consultant to both industry and libraries and has spoken about the
psychological impact of automation on workers. Lastly, Paul Bernstein is a
practicing attorney and law office automation consultant, as well as the
founder and President of LAWMUG, a Chicago-based microcomputer users
group for lawyers. Mr. Bernstein has served as automation consultant for a
number of large and small law firms and has spoken extensively about law
office automation.

009909909006 f-ssO0eOO..seO
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NEWS a NEWS u NEWS

LASERDISC PAPERS NOW AVAILABLE

"Laserdisc Technology and Law Libraries: Selected Papers from the 1987
Annual Meeting of the Mid-America Association of Law Libraries," compiled
and edited by S. Blair Kauffman, is now available from AALL headquarters
for $1 0.00, as Occasional Paper Number 6, in the AALL Occasional Papers
Series. This 64-page compilation includes 10 papers contributed by law
librarians, consultants and laserdisc vendors interested in the application of
laserdisc technology to law libraries. A separately paginated appendix
selectively lists the names and addresses of vendors with laserdisc products
likely to be of interest to law librarians.

*.e..e...... ]eGOeeeeeee

WE HAVE A BROCHURE AND A LOGO, TOO!

Thanks to the efforts of Mary Jensen, University of North Dakota, the
Automation and Scientific Development SI S now has a brochure and log. A
solo effort, it is a terrific step forward in our efforts to generate further
interest in our SI S. Reproduced on the last page of this newsletter, the
brochure will be considered further at our business meeting in Atlanta.
With a few very minor corrections and additions, the brochure looks like a
winner. Thank you very much, Mary, for your work. Everyone, please bring
your comments to the meeting.

* 0 00 0 0 0 0 0#0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0

ROM PUBLISHING? Blair Kauffman scooped the story for the AALL
Newsletter, but in case you missed it, ROM Publishing, of Lincoln,
Nebraska, is apparently not only serious about its venture reported in the
the last issue of Automatome, it appears to be downright smug about its
success. Of course I would be, too, if I had the chutzpah to go through with
that kind of project. ROM is making no bones about their intention to scan in
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the entire text of the all of the cases in the Northwest Reporter, 2d - sine
headnotes and synopsis - into a database and make it available in CD-ROM
format. It is claimed that this stripping will allow the publishers to fit all of
the cases in the N.W. 2d in two CD's and will be fully searchable in full-text
using Boolean logic, and proximity connectors. ROM Publishers still
maintains that they are on solid legal ground with respect to any copyright
interests in the materials that West may claim. They have also invested alot
of money in the project and though they expect a challenge by West
Publishing, they see themselves as eventually being able to offer other
components of the National Reporter System in the same format. The cost:
under $3000 for CD-ROM drive and two discs. Annual subscription to a
quarterly up-dating service will be available for about $600 a year. They
also have plans to offer an online version of the database by 1990.

DEATH OF THE MINI? Now I realize that this sounds a little rash, but if
Tandy's recent announcement of the development of a fully erasable
compact disc technology pans out, why should we have to spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars on mini computers when equivalent storage capacity
can be had on a couple of CD's? With 32-bit chip technology already
available on some computers, and CD drives that can store mega-mega bytes
of information over and over again, mini computers may soon turn into
museum pieces. But don't hold your breath. PC Week has been having lots
of fun reporting the comments of the skeptics. All of the competitors for this
technology call Tandy's announcement everything but a hoax

00 *0 0 0 0 0 0 00 []70 0a0 0 00 000 0

HOWPERFECT? If you haven't tried WordPerfect, you don't really know
what a word processor can do. (You also don't know how aggravating one
can be, either -- but that's another story.) Whether you have or haven't, it is
beside the point. Now is the time to try it. With WP 5.0, the best has gotten
better, and from all counts, it is superb. And Mac users can now also take
heart. WP for the Macintosh is even more feature ladden than 5.0 and about
twenty times easier to use. After playing with a beta version on my Mac
Plus for about two hours, I almost cried. While it is a near perfect Mac-
product, it has outgrown the confines of a two-800k drive, Imb RAM Mac
Plus. The program runs on 3 (count 'em, one - two - three) disks! While I
was being wowed with features and the ease of use, I was exchanging disks
over and over again. The Plus is quickly becoming obsolete. My

, 1" it"4 "7.
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recommendation to Mac users everywhere: save your pennies and buy SE's
with a minimum of 4mb RAM and 40mb internal hard disks. This should
keep you apace with Mac technology for about a year!

M- 1922 7:2
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN AUTOMATION AND SCIENTIFIC SIS

Name:

Library:

Address of Library:

Mailing Address:

Category of AALL Membership:

Section dues are $5.00 per year. Please enclose a check,
payable to AALL, with this application. Please return this
application to: SIS Membership

American Association of Law Libraries
53 West Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604
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c/o Richard Leiter
Littler, Mendelson, Fastiff & Tichy
20th Floor
650 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94108


